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A simple analytical model is established for the development of hemisphere electronics, which has
many important applications in electronic-eye cameras and related curvilinear systems. The
photodetector arrays, made in planar mesh layouts with conventional techniques, are deformed and
transferred onto a hemisphere. The model gives accurately the positions of photodetectors on the
hemisphere, and has been validated by experiments and finite element analysis. The results also
indicate very small residual strains in the photodetectors. The model provides a tool to define a
pattern of photodetectors in the planar, as-fabricated layout to yield any desired spatial configuration
on the hemisphere. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3256185�

Inspired by the remarkable imaging features of the hu-
man eye, recent research has examined several different fab-
rication strategies to form cameras with nonplanar �e.g.,
hemispherical� photodetector arrays.1–7 One approach is to
transfer silicon devices on a circular plate of polyimide onto
a spherical cap.5 The polyimide substrate is plastically de-
formed to a hemisphere, and the silicon devices on the sub-
strate are transferred accordingly. This requires change of
processing temperature and/or etching of the substrate �un-
derneath interconnects� to accommodate the deformation in-
duced by the transfer. Another approach achieves a working
device capable of collecting actual images that validate the
optical advantages of a hemispherical layout.6 Related strat-
egies enable natural integration of electronics with the soft,
curvilinear surfaces of living organisms �e.g., human body�,7

which may lead to many important applications such as
health monitoring or therapeutics; smart surgical gloves to
monitor patients’ vital signs; and a curvilinear display that is
better suited to the curvature of human eye for gaming.8

Such curvilinear electronics cannot be achieved by using es-
tablished materials and processing technologies due to the
inherently two-dimensional nature of these procedures, rang-
ing from photolithographic patterning to deposition, etching,
and doping.7

As illustrated in Fig. 1, this latter approach involves four
steps, A, B, C, and D, that transforms planar photodetector
arrays into hemispherical ones. The process begins with the
formation of a hemispherical, poly�dimethylsiloxane�
�PDMS� �Ref. 9� transfer element �radius of curvature
�1 cm�, which mounts in a mechanical fixture that provides

coordinated radial motion �step A�. The radial, elastic defor-
mations in the PDMS transform this hemisphere, at suffi-
ciently large tension, into the planar shape of a ‘drumhead’
�step B�. A matrix focal plane array is then transfer
printed10–12 to the PDMS in its tensioned, planar drumhead
shape �step C�, and the focal array is weakly bonded to the
top surface of PDMS via nonspecific, likely, van der Waals
forces. Releasing the radial tension causes the elastomer to
relax back, approximately, to its initial hemispherical shape
but with a slightly larger radius of curvature �step D�. The
large strains associated with this process are accommodated
by local delamination of narrow, thin interconnects to adopt
arc shapes pinned at the ends by the detector pixels.7

The uniform, planar photodetectors become nonuni-
formly distributed on the hemisphere �Step D� due to the
nonuniform strain distribution.6,13–15 This letter establishes a
simple analytical model, validated by the finite element
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic diagrams of the mechanics model for
transferring silicon-based photodetectors from planar arrays onto a
hemisphere.
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method, to determine the positions of photodetectors on the
hemisphere and the residual strain in photodetectors, which
are important to the image quality, and electronic and me-
chanical performance of photodetectors.

The analytical model �Fig. 1� consists of the aforemen-
tioned steps A−D and two intermediate steps AB and CD.
Step A shows a cross sectional view of the PDMS hemi-
sphere �radius R and spherical angle �max�. The hemisphere
is first stretched to a �nearly� flat plate �step AB�, and further
to a plate of radius r �step B�, onto which the array of pho-
todetectors �silicon elements of size LSi and spacing Lspacing�
are transferred �step C�. The stretch is then released to form
a new hemisphere �step D� of spherical angle �max� and
slightly larger radius R�, through the intermediate step CD
that corresponds to the �nearly� flat state. The following ana-
lytical model tracks the positions of silicon elements from
steps C to D.

From steps A to AB the hemisphere is mainly stretched
in the circumferential direction such that the strain in the
meridional direction is negligibly small, �meridional�0. The
radius of plate in step AB then equals the arc length R�max of
hemisphere. A ring at the spherical angle � �0����max� in
step A becomes a ring of radius R� in step AB, which gives
the strain in the circumferential direction, �circumferential���
−sin �� /sin �. As shown in Fig. 2, this simple analytical
solution is verified by the finite element analysis of a hemi-
sphere �radius R=12.9 mm, spherical angle �max=62.1°, and
thickness varying from 1 mm at the top to about 0.6 mm near
the rim�. The inset shows the axisymmetric shell elements
for the hemisphere and deformed mesh for the stretched
circular plate.

The circular plate �radius R�max� in step AB is further
stretched to the plate of radius r in step B, which imposes
uniform circumferential and meridional strains, �r
−R�max� / �R�max�. A point with the spherical angle � in step
A has the radius r� /�max in step B, which has also been
verified by the finite element analysis.

The photodetector mesh is then transferred onto the top
surface of PDMS �Step C�. Release of the stretch leads first
to a �nearly� flat plate of radius r� in the intermediate step
CD, and then to the hemisphere in step D. Similar to steps A
and AB, the release of stretch from steps CD to D is mainly
in the circumferential direction such that the strain in the
meridional direction is negligibly small, �meridional�0. Since
the Young’s modulus of silicon �130 GPa� �Ref. 16� is five
orders of magnitude larger than that of PDMS ��2 MPa�,9

the stretch in PDMS beneath silicon elements is not released
and their size LSi does not change, while the stretch at all
other locations is released. Let N denote the number of sili-
con elements on the PDMS surface �step C� and
f =NLSi

2 / ��r2� their area fraction. The average fractions of
silicon element length and spacing along any direction are f
and �1− f�, respectively, such that the radius of the circular
plate in the intermediate step CD as well as the arc length of
new hemisphere in step D are R��max� =r�= fr+ �1− f�R�max.

The above analysis can also be applied to the circumfer-
ential direction; the perimeter 2�R� sin �max� of the hemi-
sphere rim in step D consists of the unreleased part f ·2�r
underneath silicon elements and the released part �1
− f� ·2�R sin �max, i.e., R� sin �max� = fr+ �1− f�R sin �max.
These yield a simple approximate solution

R� = R�1 − f��1 +
f

1 − f

r

R�max
�3/2

,

�1�

�max� =
�max

	1 +
f

1 − f

r

R�max

.

For 18�18 silicon elements with LSi=500 �m, R
=12.9 mm, �max=62.1°, and r=14.8 mm, Eq. �1� gives the
radius R�=13.9 mm and �max� =58.1°, which agree well with
R�=13.8 mm and �max� =55.5° obtained from the finite ele-
ment analysis.

The position each silicon element on the hemisphere is
represented by the spherical angle

�� = �max�
rpixel

r
, �2�

where rpixel is the distance between the element center and
the axis of symmetry on the circular plate in Step C. An
element with Cartesian coordinates �x, y, 0� on the circular
plate in step C moves onto the hemisphere in step D with

spherical coordinates �R� ,�max� 	x2+y2 /r , tan−1�y /x��. As
shown in Fig. 3�a�, this agrees very well ��2% error� with
the top view of element positions determined from experi-
ments, which are obtained by analyzing a top view optical
image. Such an image is converted to black and white �bi-
nary format�. Custom image processing software yields the
center of each photodetector pad and returns its position in
�x ,y� coordinates. The center of each pad is noted as a white

FIG. 2. �Color online� Distribution of meridional and circumferential strains
of a PDMS membrane stretched from a hemisphere to a flat “drumhead.”
The inset shows the initial and deformed meshes.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Silicon element positions �top view, measured from
the center� given by the analytical model, experiments and finite element
analysis.
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dot after the image process. As shown in Fig. 3�b�, the ana-
lytical results also agree well with the finite element analysis
using six-node triangular continuum shell elements for
PDMS and four-node conventional shell elements for silicon.

For the same experiment, the finite element analysis
gives the maximum principal strain in silicon �0.05%,
which is two orders of magnitude smaller than the strain in
PDMS ��14%�, as shown in Fig. 4 �Ref. 17�. This enables
photodetector arrays to be subjected to large �global� strain
without failure.

Besides determining the positions of photodetectors on
the hemisphere, Eq. �2� also provides a simple way to design
nonuniform pattern of such elements on the planar geometry
�step C� in order to achieve any desired pattern �e.g., uni-
form� on the hemisphere �step D�. An element with spherical
coordinates �R� ,�� ,��� on the hemisphere in step D has Car-
tesian coordinates �r cos ���� /�max� ,r sin ���� /�max� ,0� on
the circular plate in step C. The radius and spherical angle of
the PDMS transfer element �step A� can be obtained analyti-
cally R=R��1− fr / �R��max� ��3/2 / �1− f� and �max=�max� �1
− fr / �R��max� ��−1/2 from Eq. �1� such that the final hemi-

sphere �step D� has the desired radius R� and spherical angle
�max� .
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Residual strains in silicon elements and PDMS mem-
brane given by finite element analysis.
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